Noninvasive radiation burn diagnosis using speckle phenomenon with a fractal approach to processing
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Abstract. Radiation burns account for the vast majority of damage by accidental radiation exposure. They are characterized by successive and unpredictable inflammatory bursts that are preceded by a clinically latent postirradiation period. Diagnosis and prognosis of the clinical course of radiation burns have proven to be a difficult task. In a classical clinical setting, no technique can distinguish irradiated versus healthy skin during the clinically latent period. Hence development of new tools is required. This work describes a noninvasive technique based on speckle phenomenon, designed to support radiation burn diagnosis and prognosis. Speckle produced by strongly scattering media contains information about their optical properties. The difficulty is to extract significant information from speckle patterns to discriminate between strongly scattering media and to characterize any change. Speckle patterns from irradiated and nonirradiated porcine skin are recorded in vivo several times after radiation exposure. A fractal approach is used in the treatment of speckle patterns. The results show that this technique allows discrimination between healthy and irradiated skin, in particular during the clinically latent period ($p<0.01$). Parameters extracted from speckle patterns discriminate and vary differently with radiation, which means they represent different information about skin changes.
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1 Introduction

Increase in the number of radioactivity applications throughout the twentieth century inevitably resulted in an increase in radiological accidents in the industrial and medical sectors. Radiation exposure can be differentiated in localized and whole-body exposures. Localized radiation exposures are the most frequent. The skin is the first organ exposed during radiation exposure. Specific characteristics of radiation burns, compared with thermal burns, are the postirradiation delay in the onset of clinical changes and the successive and unpredictable course of inflammatory bursts. The delay before emergence of clinical symptoms is notably inversely proportional to the dose received. In many cases, patients are only aware of the radiation injury when first symptoms appear, usually several weeks after radiation exposure. The severity of radiation injuries mainly depends on the radiation source, dose and dose rate, exposure duration, dose distribution within the irradiated tissue in surface and depth, and on the body location and size of the area exposed. Due to their special features, medical handling of radiation burns requires very specialized care with extremely time- and cost-intensive medical treatment. Early and accurate diagnosis is essential to increase treatment efficacy. Diagnostic efficiency is based on determination of the extent of damage, and on a good dosimetry assessment of the area exposed in surface and depth, as precisely and as early as possible.

The dosimetric evaluation of radiation burns is usually based on the progression of visible clinical signs and on the physical reconstruction of the dose distribution by numerical means based on Monte Carlo simulations. However, it is problematic for clinicians to refer to clinical signs because of the clinically latent postirradiation phase. Thus, the diagnosis may be delayed after radiation exposure and the treatment compromised. Moreover, one of the major difficulties of the dose physical reconstruction, which is based on accident witness reports, is the lack of accurate knowledge of the accident scenario such as exposure type, distance from the radioactive source, and exposure duration. Hence, in an accident context, the diagnosis from physical reconstruction is often imprecise and the therapeutic success uncertain. Dose physical reconstruction associated with ex-vivo electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) measurements have been used in dosimetric evaluation in an accident context. However, EPR measurements are invasive, owing to the need to extract bone samples from patients for localized dose evaluation. EPR dosimetry
in fingernails is a promising noninvasive tool, but can only provide dose measurement in hands or feet. To improve the care of patients overexposed to ionizing radiation, it is important to develop tools that improve the diagnosis and prognosis of radio-induced lesions. Various physical techniques can help diagnosis after radiation overexposure, even though they cannot be considered as indicators of dose. Among the most relevant, clinical tools used for thermal burn diagnosis, such as a scanner, laser Doppler, MRI and ultrasound techniques, have been tested to distinguish irradiated from healthy skin. Clinically and histologically, radiation burns show similarities to thermal burns. However, diagnostic tools used in the case of thermal burns are not efficient for radiation burns when there is no clinical sign. Therefore, these tools are inefficient for early diagnosis of radio-induced lesions. Feedback from clinicians shows that currently there is no tool able to efficiently detect radiation damage when it is not visible.

A new technique is proposed to discriminate in vivo radiation injury, in particular when the clinician is unable to delimit the irradiated zone. This technique uses the speckle phenomenon. Speckle can be considered noise in imaging, but it is a phenomenon that arises directly from the interaction between coherent light and medium. Therefore, speckle statistical properties are related to medium properties. Several speckle applications have been developed in stellar physics, many in industry for the study of roughness, deformation, displacement, or heterogeneity of objects. In the biomedical field, measurement of several spatial or dynamic characteristics of speckle can give useful information for medical diagnosis. Thus, correlation methods or laser speckle contrast measurement can be used to analyze the motion of speckle field from blood flows. Several authors have studied bone deformation or bone implant deformation by speckle interferometry. Zhang et al. measured in vivo the strain distribution on cartilage and vessel tissues by the digital speckle correlation method (DSCM) and time-sequence speckle pattern interferometry. and Yao, Wang, and Dai used DSCM to study in vivo damage and fracture progression in cancellous bone.

The complexity of using speckle for dermatological applications stems from the structural complexity and opacity of the skin. Also, in vivo studies involve the nonstationarity of the speckle produced and the need to acquire it in the backscattering configuration. The purpose of this work is to describe significant speckle patterns obtained in vivo from a complex medium such as skin. Therefore, these speckle patterns must be described by extracting quantifiable parameters that discriminate skin lesions, especially radiation burns during the clinically latent period. In this work, a fractal approach is used to describe speckle patterns produced from skin in vivo. Actually, among many methods used to extract information from images of any kind, and in particular medical images, fractal methods are efficient candidates. The flexibility, generality, and robustness of these methods make them adaptable to the treatment of real and complex signals. Of the fractal methods, fractional Brownian motion is commonly used. In a previous study, we showed that speckle patterns from tissue phantoms composed of monodisperse-polystyrene microspheres in solution were well characterized by a fractal approach through the fractional Brownian motion statistic. Using this approach, three parameters can be extracted from a speckle pattern and characterized on three different scales. These parameters allowed efficient discrimination between different solutions of these tissue phantoms.

In this work, this fractal approach of the speckle was used for the in vivo discrimination of irradiated skin in a porcine model. Speckle patterns from healthy and irradiated porcine skins were generated, and speckle parameters extracted were compared. Series of speckle patterns were recorded several times after irradiation exposure. The efficiency of speckle parameters was tested according to their ability to discriminate irradiated from healthy skin.

## 2 Speckle Formation

Coherent light transmitted by a scattering medium or by a rough surface produces a granular interference pattern, known as a speckle pattern. Statistics of speckle produced from a rough surface have been well known for a long time. In particular, 2-D transverse spatial coherence properties of speckle light are well described in the literature. Typically, the transverse spatial coherence of speckle is described by means of the Van Cittert-Zernike theorem (VCZT), or more exactly by its generalized version, which accounts for partial coherence of the source. Thus, the transverse correlation function of the intensity distribution at an observation plane is described basically by the Fourier transform of the intensity distribution at the source plane, with a width \( dx \) that depends on the distance \( L \) to the source plane, on its diameter \( d_0 \), and is on the order of \( dx \approx L d_0 / d_0 \).

However, speckle theory from turbid media is not yet established, and its statistics are notably related to scatterer types in the medium, their distribution, size, and density. In particular, the size of the illuminated area depends on scattering processes in the medium, and can be larger if only its surface is considered. Indeed, it can be considered that photons in a scattering medium, which are characterized by a long path length and so by a large number of scattering events, produce a wide backscattered intensity distribution out of the medium and therefore a large solid angle of illumination resulting in small speckles (VCZT) (see Fig. 1 for illustration). Thus, in the case of tissue phantoms composed of polystyrene-microspheres in solution illuminated in a backscattering configuration and with Monte Carlo simulation, Rajan et al. showed that smaller speckles exhibit a shorter temporal correlation and correspond to photons with longer path length in the medium, compared to larger speckles. Therefore, we can consider that large speckles mainly correspond to photons that have penetrated slightly in the turbid medium, i.e., near the surface, and can be thus defined by the characteristic size of the illuminating beam. In the same way, small speckles mainly correspond to photons that have undergone significant multiple scattering and can be determined by the whole illuminated area. Hence, the “average width” of a speckle depends on scattering modes present in the medium. The estimation of the speckle dimensions is usually provided by the normalized autocovariance function of the speckle pat-
tern intensity received in the observation plane. The width of
this function provides a reasonable measurement of “the ...
width of this function provides a reasonable measurement of “the ...

Fig. 1 Short and long path lengths of photons in a scattering medium
illuminated in a backscattering configuration provide change in solid
angles of illumination, resulting in speckle size variation.

3 Speckle Pattern Processing

Fractal methods are efficient candidates for extracting infor-
example, to analyze osteoporosis or cerebral pathologies. Speckle pattern can be considered a complex image due to the
difficulty in describing it mathematically. Thus, fractal ap-
proaches can be appropriate in the study of the behavior of a
chaotic system such as speckle pattern. The flexibility, gen-
erality, and robustness of these approaches could make them
adaptable to the treatment of such complex signals. Never-
theless, fractal properties in speckle pattern are usually observed
from fractal object and such speckles are called “fractal
speckles.”

However, in the case of a scattering surface, several au-
thors found fractal properties in speckle patterns from non-
fractal objects. Hence, theses speckles cannot be called fractal
speckles. For example, fractal properties in speckle patterns
were found in the case of a diffuser illuminated with a ring-
slit aperture, or in the case of several illuminated materials
and bones studied by speckle interferometry in backscattering
configuration. Fractal properties were also found in speckle
patterns from metallic standard-rough surfaces, and
the fractal dimension of speckle patterns according to surface
roughness and styles was calculated.

In addition, in the case of scattering volume media, fractal
properties were found in speckle patterns from nonfractal me-
dia. For example, fractal properties were found in the region
of small time scales in the case of dynamic biospeckles, and
the 1-D fractional Brownian process was used for the descrip-
tion of the dynamic speckle-intensity fluctuations. Although
their study concerns dynamic speckle, in their point of view
the spatial distributions of backscattered fields formed by tur-
bid media can be interpreted as random 2-D structures that
demonstrate fractal properties in the region of small spatial
scales. Likewise, from tissue phantoms composed of poly-
styrene microspheres in solution illuminated in a backscat-
tering configuration, fractal properties in speckle patterns were
found in high-frequency ranges by a decrease in 1/f of their
power spectral density (PSD), which is characteristic of a self-
similar process. In particular, in our previous work, optical
properties of skin and its complex composition were rep-
resented by such tissue phantoms, notably from several mix-
tures of different sized microspheres in different propor-
tions.

Thus, according to all these references, and in particular
according to the previous work, we expected to find fractal
properties in the speckle field from biological tissues such as
skin, and we considered that we can apply a fractal approach
to analyze the speckle patterns observed.

Consider a speckle pattern where I(x, y) is the intensity in
gray-level value of the pixel located at coordinates (x, y). For a
given horizontal direction y of the speckle pattern, and as-
suming second-order stationarity, the second-order structure
function of the intensity D_2(\Delta x) can be expressed as:

\[
D_2(\Delta x) = \langle (I(x + \Delta x, y) - I(x, y))^2 \rangle = 2\langle I(x, y)^2 \rangle - 2\langle I(x + \Delta x, y)I(x, y) \rangle,
\]

where \(\Delta x\) is the distance between two pixels and \(\langle \rangle\) is the
spatial average. Then:
where $C_f(\Delta t) = \langle X(t)X(t+\Delta t)\rangle = \sigma^2 \exp(-\lambda|\Delta t|^{2H})$,

$$C_f(\Delta t) = \langle X(t)X(t+\Delta t)\rangle = \sigma^2 \exp(-\lambda|\Delta t|^{2H}),$$

where $H \in [0,1]$ is the Hurst coefficient which reflects the Hölderian regularity in each point of the process.

Hence, from Eqs. (2) and (3) and after centering the process, the second-order structure function in speckle pattern, for every horizontal dimension $y$, can be expressed as:

$$D_2(\Delta x) = 2\sigma^2 [1 - \exp(-\lambda|\Delta x|^{2H})].$$

Then:

$$\log[D_2(\Delta x)] = \log(2\sigma^2) + \log[1 - \exp(-\lambda|\Delta x|^{2H})]. \quad (5)$$

Three parameters can be extracted from this equation:

- $H$, the Hurst coefficient, is related to the image on a local scale. Indeed, it can be easily shown that if $\Delta x \ll \lambda$, i.e., on a local scale in the speckle pattern, and for $H > 0.5$, Eq. (5) can be written as:

$$\log[D_2(\Delta x)] \approx 2H \log(\Delta x). \quad (6)$$

The increment process described in Eq. (6) is analogous to fractional Brownian motion one. Equation (6) is known as the diffusion function of the intensity in the direction $x$.

- $S$, the self-similar element, given by $\pi/\lambda$, allows for the quantization of the dimension in the image that separates the classic from the self-similarity properties of the speckle. In this dimension, the process is scale invariant.

- $G$, the saturation of the variance equal to $2\sigma^2$, characterizes the image on a global scale.

For a speckle pattern and for every horizontal dimension $y$, the logarithm of the second-order structure function $f(x) = \log[D_2(\Delta x)]$ is calculated and approximated according to Eq. (5) by:

$$\|f(x) - \{a + \log[1 - \exp(-b|\Delta x|^{2H})]\}\|_2 \leq \varepsilon, \quad (7)$$

where $\varepsilon = 10^{-5}$ is a mean square error. We can then identify the three coefficients $a, b, c$ according to Eq. (5):

$$\begin{cases} a = \log(2\sigma^2) \\ b = \lambda \\ c = 2H \end{cases} \quad (8)$$

One speckle pattern is treated row by row or column by column. The average value of the intensity was subtracted from all intensity values for image normalization before processing. After using the previous processing procedure and for each dimension in the image, the mean of a given parameter is calculated for all rows or columns and is used to characterize the speckle pattern for further comparisons.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of a speckle pattern obtained from healthy porcine skin for observation angle $\psi = 20$ deg [Fig. 2(a)], and the graphical result of the processing described before for the horizontal direction [Fig. 2(b)]. The corresponding PSD is presented in Fig. 3. Thus in the PSD of the speckle pattern, self-similar behavior can be observed in high-frequency range by a decrease in $1/f$, as observed in the previous work. This behavior can also be observed in the second-order structure function of the speckle pattern intensity in small spatial scales, in the same range of $1$ to $2$ decades [Fig. 2(b)]. Moreover, according to Eq. (7), Eq. (8) allows a good fitting of the second-order structure function.

Due to the presence of multiscale behavior observed in the PSD of speckle patterns, the structure function of the intensity $D_2(\Delta x)$ is appropriate for analysis of the speckle pattern intensity because it displays prominently the intensity fluctuations on several spatial scales. Thus, we can see that the variation of spatial intensity fluctuations is not the same on a global scale (far neighborhood or large spatial scales) and on a local scale (near spatial neighborhood or small spatial scales).
scales) where self-similarity is observed. Thus, the second-order structure function takes into account the multiscale aspect of the speckle.

From the second-order structure function, two major parts can be observed: the part at small spatial scales where self-similar behavior is observed, and the part at the far neighborhood, where the intensity fluctuations become approximately constant. The last part can be characterized by the saturation of the variance \( G \) [Eq. 5]. The first part can also be divided in two parts: a very local scale, in the vicinity of zero (when \( \Delta x \to 0 \)), characterized by the Hurst coefficient \( H \) [Eq. 6], and an intermediate scale, which separates the two behaviors (self-similar and classical behaviors). The self-similar element \( S \) characterizes the dimension in speckle pattern that separates the classic from the self-similar behaviors. Because \( G \) characterizes the speckle pattern statistic at a global spatial scale, where no self-similar behavior is observed, it cannot be considered a fractal parameter. Hence, another advantage of Eq. 7 is that three parameters can be extracted corresponding to three different scales in the speckle pattern, and can thus correspond to different properties in skin. Also, according to Eqs. 3 and 4, the parameters used constitute a mathematical parameterization of the autocorrelation function of the speckle that allows extraction of more parameters than the speckle size.

A few studies have shown fractal properties in cell structures and tissues. Although there is no proof that the volume of the skin crossed by the coherent light has fractal properties (so we cannot call the speckle observed “fractal speckle”), fractal properties were found in high-frequency range from speckle patterns produced. From our point of view, in turbid media illuminated in a backscattering configuration, the spatial structure of the field formed outside of the medium is complicated by the presence of several scattering modes in the medium. Hence, the interplay of single and multiple scattering (corresponding essentially to surface and volume scattering, respectively) could lead to complex spatial intensity fluctuations, resulting in speckles with fractal properties in small spatial scales. Thus, for Zimnyakov et al., a parameter that describes scaling properties of the intensity fluctuations (Hurst coefficient or fractal dimension) is very sensitive to changes in the optical properties of turbid media.

The Hurst coefficient depends notably on the scattering geometry and scattering modes present in the medium, and can be used for the identification of various scattering modes and processes. Even though their study concerns dynamic fluctuations of speckle intensity, they consider (in an analog way) that the complex spatial distributions of backscattered fields formed by scattering processes show fractal properties in the region of small spatial scales. Therefore, in that case, the Hurst coefficient \( H \) extracted by Eq. 6 could depend on scattering processes present in the medium and thus on the density of scatterers or on their distribution in size.

4 Experimental Procedure

4.1 Irradiation Protocol

Porcine skin is the reference biological model of human skin because of its significant anatomical and physiological similarities. Two female minipigs of the Pitman-Moore strain of about 20 kg and 6 months of age were used. According to the age of animals throughout the experiments, structure and function of minipig skin can be considered as invariant with time under normal conditions, i.e., without applying any stress. Pigs were locally irradiated with 40 Gy of gamma radiation (60Co, IRDI 4000, Centre de Recherche du Service de Santé des Armées (CRSSA), Grenoble, France) with a rate of 1 Gy/min, on an area of \( 5 \times 10 \) cm\(^2\) in the right-side dorsal zone. The position of the animals allowed an irradiation perpendicular to the animal’s spinal axis. To avoid irradiating the spinal column and to limit intestine exposure, the irradiated area was located a few centimeters below the spine. A 1-cm-thick wax block was positioned on the irradiated skin to achieve electronic balance conditions in the skin and thus obtain homogeneity of the dose at depth.

To control the doses delivered to the skin, four thermoluminescent dosimeters of alumina powder (Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)) were incorporated into the wax used, three at the surface directly exposed and one on the surface opposed.

After irradiation, pigs were tattooed on two areas for measurements, in the irradiated zone and in the healthy zone. Each animal was taken as its own control. Because skin structure varies according to the location on the body, the control cutaneous zone chosen must be similar to the irradiated zone for comparison. Hence, the irradiated and healthy skin areas chosen are both located in the right-side dorsal zone. The distance between the two cutaneous areas was about 30 cm. Experiments were conducted in compliance with French regulations for animal experimentation (Ministry of Agriculture, Act 87-848, 19 October 1987), and approved by the Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN) ethics committee.

4.2 Speckle Measurement

The experimental setup to observe backscattering speckle produced by porcine skin consisted of a nonpolarized HeNe laser (Melles Griot, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 05-LHR-171), a CCD camera (Kappa, Los Angeles, CF 8/1 DX), and a mechanical guide and processing software for the image processing (MatLab, Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts). The laser illuminates the skin at 632.8 nm with an intensity power of 15 mW, and the CCD camera contains 384\times288 pixels of...
size \(8 \times 8 \, \mu m\). The mechanical guide contains an open torus that is in contact with skin. The torus aperture is about 40 mm in diameter, which allows skin illumination by laser beam without parasite reflections. The mechanical guide keeps the CCD-skin distance constant between acquisitions and softens movements of the animal due to respiration or other factors caused by anesthesia. The CCD camera, mechanical guide, and laser were placed in the vertical plane; the surface of the skin was placed in the horizontal plane (Fig. 1). The CCD camera and the guide were placed in the normal direction at the skin surface. Given the measurement geometry used in this work, we would expect to observe deformed speckles, i.e., nonuniform speckles along the two dimensions in the speckle pattern. Indeed, illumination angles lead to a form of the illuminated area more elliptical than circular (VCZT). However, the speckle pattern seems quite uniform in Fig. 2a. This can be explained by the small illumination angle used (\(\psi = 20\,\text{deg}\)).

Speckle size increases with distance \(L\) between the surface of the medium and the CCD camera. To have a good statistical evaluation of the speckle pattern, the image must have many speckle grains. Furthermore, speckle size must be larger than the pixel size of the CCD array. To respect both conditions, we set the CCD camera at a distance \(L = 20\,\text{cm}\) from the skin surface.

The HeNe laser was positioned at an angle \(\psi > 10\,\text{deg}\) from the CCD camera to avoid recording specular reflections from the skin surface. All experiments were carried out at three observation angles \(\psi\): 20, 40, and 60 deg. The more the speckle pattern acquisition is carried out outside the specular reflection, the more information located deep in the skin is acquired.

Since speckle acquisition is done in vivo, physiological factors such as heart rate, blood and lymph flows, microcirculation, or breathing involve mobility in the medium. Therefore, random agitation of the speckle intensity is observed, which is called “boiling speckle” and corresponds to the speckle intensity fluctuations resulting in a loss of correlation in speckle pattern. To avoid recording this blurred speckle, the exposure time of the camera must be shorter than the time scale of these fluctuations. We chose the shortest image acquisition time provided by our camera of \(1 \times 10^{-4}\) s. To take into account spatial physiological heterogeneities, eight tattooed points were measured in the irradiated and nonirradiated cutaneous zones in each experiment. For each day of experiments and for each point measured in one cutaneous zone, 200 speckle patterns were recorded by the CCD camera with 25-Hz frequency, and were digitized with 8-bit precision by the analog-to-digital converter. About 9600 speckle patterns were then recorded in one day of experiments.

Since we did not know the duration of the clinically latent period, experiments were carried out once a week after irradiation and until serious clinical signs appeared.

### 4.3 Data Analysis

The large data sample \((n = 200)\) from each point measured in skin allowed us to carry out the ANOVA (to emphasize discrimination between cutaneous zones (groups)). To compare variability between the eight points measured for the same zone and the variability between zones, we applied the two-factor ANOVA test. We defined the parameter \(p_A\), the \(p\)-value for the null hypothesis \(H_{0A}\), corresponding to factor \(A\) (variability interzone), and parameter \(p_B\), the \(p\)-value for the null hypothesis \(H_{0B}\), corresponding to factor \(B\) (variability intrazone). For all data, discrimination was established significantly if the \(p\)-value was less than 0.01.

 Principal component analysis was carried out to give an overview of all results, taking into account their dispersion. This analysis allowed us to assess the homogeneity and coherence of data and the correlation between variables. Each line of the input data matrix corresponded to the values of \(H\), \(S\), and \(G\) for each speckle pattern acquired, for all observation angles. The input data matrix was thus comprised of nine variables \((H, S, \text{and } G\) for the three angles\) and of 3200 lines (number of observations for all cutaneous zones).

### 5 Results

The model parameters were calculated for each speckle pattern recorded, according to the procedure described in Sec. 2. The horizontal direction of the speckle pattern, which contains the highest number of pixels, was chosen for treatment.

Tables 1 and 2 present, for all experiments, the stochastic parameters that discriminate significantly irradiated versus healthy zones for pigs named P1 and P2, respectively (\(p_A < 0.01)\). For each discriminant result, the two-factor ANOVA test showed \(p\)-values such as \(p_A < p_B\), which means that the greatest dispersion of measurements is statistically caused by the difference between the healthy and irradiated zones (factor \(A\)). Clinical signs are also given in these tables. Time is coded so that \(D\) gives days after ionizing radiation exposure, and \(d\) gives days where clinical signs appeared. According to the clinical course in humans, a clinically latent postirradiation period was observed in the two pigs. The first clinical sign observed was cutaneous sensitivity at D93 for pig P1 and edema at D78 for pig P2. Some differences between the pigs were noted in the kinetic of lesion emergence and lesion severity. As in humans, differences in clinical responses between the pigs could be explained by differences in individual radiosensitivity. Pig P1 was euthanized at D112 to end unbelievable suffering. Lesion chronology observed for pig P1 was typical of the known chronology of radiation-induced damage in humans. Once skin lesions emerged in pig P2, measurements were devoted to undamaged skin areas, as the aim was not to make measurements directly on an apparent lesion,
which necessarily alters the speckle statistics and for which discrimination can be done visually. Extension of the damaged area in pig P2 (Fig. 5) led to interruption of experiments on D106.

Discrimination between healthy and irradiated skin was effective for 29 days and 20 days before emergence of clinical signs for pigs P1 and P2, respectively. During this latent period characterized by the absence of clinical signs, two parameters allowed discrimination for both pigs: the Hurst coefficient $H$ and the saturation of the variance $G$. The self-similar element discriminates only when serious lesions have appeared (Tables 1 and 2). Hence, this parameter does not seem to be relevant for early discrimination between irradiated and healthy skin. Table 3 presents the score of discriminant parameters calculated for all times and for each observation angle $\psi$. For each pig, the Hurst coefficient $H$ seems to be the most effective parameter for discrimination between irradiated and healthy skin for the angles $\psi=20$ deg and $\psi=60$ deg (score of 10 and 12, respectively). Moreover, the angle $\psi=40$ deg seems to be the least relevant for discrimination for all parameters.

For each parameter and each experimental configuration, mean and standard deviation values of 1600 speckle patterns recorded in a cutaneous zone were deduced. Figure 6 illustrates the variation with time of the Hurst coefficient $H$ for

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days after radiation exposure</th>
<th>$\psi=20$ deg</th>
<th>$\psi=40$ deg</th>
<th>$\psi=60$ deg</th>
<th>Clinical injury</th>
<th>Days before injury emergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D15 to D55</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>d−78 to d−38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D64</td>
<td>$G, H$</td>
<td>$G, H$</td>
<td>$G, H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>d−29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D75</td>
<td>$G, H$</td>
<td>$G, H$</td>
<td>$G, H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>d−18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D84</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>d−9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D93</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Skin sensitivity</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D104</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>d+11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D112</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>Suffering</td>
<td>d+19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Speckle parameters that discriminate between irradiated and healthy cutaneous zones ($p < 0.01$) for pig P1 according to time and clinical injury observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days after radiation exposure</th>
<th>$\psi=20$ deg</th>
<th>$\psi=40$ deg</th>
<th>$\psi=60$ deg</th>
<th>Clinical injury</th>
<th>Days before injury emergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D8 to D52</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>d−70 to d−26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D58</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$G, H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>d−20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D69</td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>$G, H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>d−9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D78</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>Edema</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D84</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>d+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D92</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>Hyperkeratosis, beginning of dry desquamation</td>
<td>d+14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D99</td>
<td>$H, S$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>$H, S$</td>
<td>Moist squamation</td>
<td>d+21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Speckle parameters that discriminate between irradiated and healthy cutaneous zones ($p < 0.01$) for pig P2 according to time and clinical injury observed.
irradiated (continuous red lines) and healthy zones (dashed blue lines) for $\phi$=20 and 60 deg for pigs P1 and P2, respectively. In these two cases, a decrease in $H$ was observed with time for the irradiated skin. The ANOVA test followed by a multicomparison test was used to check if the healthy zone changed statistically with time (with an error of less than 0.1%). For pig P2, the multicomparison test showed that the healthy zone was statistically similar for all times, and for all times except for D55 ($p=0.0005$) for pig P1. This time point is the only atypical point observed. The significant difference of the healthy zone at this time compared with other times may have led to nondiscrimination between irradiated and healthy zones. Thus, we can consider that healthy skin did not lead to significant variations in the speckle produced with time.

Figure 7 illustrates the results of the principal component analysis (PCA) for several times for the pig P2 example. Variables and observations are presented by vectors and point clouds, respectively, on the same graph in the principal plane; red and blue clouds correspond to observations in irradiated and healthy zones, respectively. According to the PCA, the two point clouds corresponding to the healthy and irradiated zones were separating gradually (at D22 to D106), with a greater dispersion for the irradiated zone. Similar results were obtained for pig P1.

6 Discussion
For the first time, in vivo discrimination of radiation burns during the clinically latent period, when no sign is yet visible, is possible using a noninvasive method. Therefore, the use of the speckle phenomenon is promising to the diagnosis and prognosis of radiation skin injuries. This technique could contribute to real progress in the medical care of patients locally overexposed to ionizing radiation, since earlier diagnosis will improve treatment effectiveness.

6.1 Dose Selection
All experiments were carried out on live pigs. Housing and care of pigs in an animal facility is demanding logistically and time-wise, and euthanasia is ethically required if suffering cannot be stopped, even if the experiments are not complete. For these reasons, only one radiation dose was used in our experiments.

To provide lesion prognosis after radiation exposure, it was necessary to wait for clinical signs to appear. The dose threshold for appearance of clinical signs in humans is 10 to 15 Gy for dry desquamation and 16 to 20 Gy for moist desquamation. Skin necrosis appears in humans from a dose threshold of 20 to 25 Gy. The appearance of necrosis is crucial for clinicians, as it indicates the need to excise tissues to prevent its spread. It is therefore important to prevent skin necrosis emergence. Several radiation doses were previously administered to several pigs to reproduce such a skin lesion. A dose of 40 Gy was required in our experimental conditions to obtain skin necrosis, a dose twice that required to generate this lesion in humans. The difference observed in clinical sensitivity between pigs and humans may relate to the location of the irradiated zone selected in our experiments. Indeed, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pig</th>
<th>$\Psi=20$ deg</th>
<th>$\Psi=40$ deg</th>
<th>$\Psi=60$ deg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>$S$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total=8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total=7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total for both pigs</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total=15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pig skin area most similar to human skin is the inner thigh, but it was not possible to irradiate this area because of friction between the thighs generated during the animal’s daily movements, as this could weaken the irradiated cutaneous zone. Porcine skin in the dorsal zone is thicker, and that is probably why clinical signs only appeared at 40 Gy. Other experiments are needed to confirm these observations with 40 Gy.

6.2 Discrimination

For the porcine models under study, and notably during the clinically latent postirradiation period, the Hurst coefficient $H$ and the saturation of the variance $G$ seem to be the most effective parameters for discrimination between irradiated and healthy skin (Tables 1 and 2). Early discrimination of speckle patterns on a global scale by the saturation of the variance and on a local scale by the Hurst coefficient shows that discrimination occurs on two scales of speckle patterns. The self-similar element $S$ allows discrimination only when serious clinical lesions emerge in pig P2 (Table 2). This would mean that $S$ is not connected to the same properties in skin than $H$ or $G$, and so it would bring different information about skin changes. Thus, when integrating the multiscale aspect of the speckle pattern, the fractal approach used would provide complementary information about speckle pattern, and thus about skin changes.

For both animals, the parameter $H$ seems to be the most efficient because of its relevance in discrimination for $\Psi=20$ and $60$ deg (Table 3). The Hurst coefficient tended to decrease with time after irradiation for both pigs (Fig. 6). For pig P2, this decrease seemed to be intensified until D84, just before more serious lesions appeared. After this time, $H$ values increased, so there was less difference between the two cutaneous zones. We can suppose that this variation is related to the animal’s reaction to radiation stress, which can be characterized by dominance of the healing process in the skin. The efficiency of the Hurst coefficient for discrimination shows that it is very sensitive to changes in optical properties in a turbid media such as skin. A high sensitivity of this parameter in turbid media was also observed in the case of dynamic biospeckles.

Data homogeneity and coherence were observed in the PCA representation when discrimination was available (Fig. 7). Hence, discrimination between irradiated and healthy zones is not caused by heterogeneity between points of measurements. The two measured cutaneous zones are located in the same region of the pig. Moreover, speckle from the healthy zone remains relatively constant with time according to the multicomparison test. Hence, the separation between the two point clouds from D22 to D106 reflects that the skin property changes are in the irradiated zone. Therefore, the dose is the factor most likely to explain the discrimination observed between healthy and irradiated zones. More data from animal experiments could be helpful in reinforcing these first and promising results.

Discrimination by four variables for D69 and D99 (Table 2) can explain the distinction between the two point clouds in the PCA representation [Figs. 7(e) and 7(f)]. A distinction between the two clouds was also observed at D92, although only $H$ discriminates for $\Psi=60$ deg with a risk of error of 1% according to the previous ANOVA test (Table 2). The distinction observed at this time can be explained by the strong contribution to the discrimination of three other variables $G$, $S$, and $H$ for $\Psi=40$ deg in this representation [Fig. 7(d)]. Their very low $p_A$-values justify their contribution ($p_A = 0.014$; $p_B = 0.86$, $p_A = 0.013$; $p_B = 0.39$ and $p_A = 0.012$; $p_B = 0.70$ for $H$, $G$, and $S$, respectively). Likewise, four variables can be considered as discriminating at D78, which can explain the distinction between the two point clouds at this time (data not shown). Hence, we can consider that at D92 and D78, like at D69 or D99, at least four variables seem to be required to distinguish irradiated from healthy zones in this PCA representation. Discrimination by the three angles for several parameters at D106 (Table 2) explains the total separation between the clouds representing the two zones [Fig. 7(f)]. Moreover, the PCA representation shows an anticorrelation between the Hurst coefficient on the one hand and $S$ and $G$ on the other hand: $H$ decreased with radiation, whereas $G$ and $S$ increased. Consequently, it would be possible to define a parameter from a combination of all the variables used, which could allow more effective (that is, earlier) discrimination.

Discrimination during the clinically latent postirradiation period shows the potential of the technique presented in this work in terms of early diagnosis and prognosis. Nevertheless,
discrimination only 29 and 20 days before emergence of the first clinical sign for pigs P1 and P2, respectively, can be limiting. Indeed, if the method sensitivity is lower in humans than in pigs, it will be important to discriminate irradiated porcine skin at the earliest after radiation exposure. The low performance of the CCD camera used in this work probably affected the sensitivity of parameters for discrimination. This could explain why the discrimination was only significant from D64 and D58 after radiation exposure for pigs P1 and P2, respectively. To achieve earlier discrimination with speckle data, a shorter exposure time may be required to minimize the loss of correlation induced by intensity fluctuations. In addition, a CCD camera with a significantly higher image resolution could be used to provide higher spatial resolution in speckle patterns, which may allow improved measurements of intensity increments on the local scale. A higher dynamic range of the camera could be used to give a higher gray-level resolution that could also improve the measurement of the second-order structure function. For the overall parameters and pigs, the poor relevance in discrimination of the observation angle $\varphi=40$ deg could indicate that the skin changes detected are mainly located in surface layers and deep layers rather than in middle layers. To complete the skin exploration at different depths, polarizers could be used to observe speckles at different states of polarization in different illumination conditions.

Fig. 7 Principal component analysis (PCA) representation for pig P2 several times after irradiation. Variables are represented by black vectors (nine variables: $G$, $H$, $S$ for three observation angles) in the same graph of observations (red and blue point clouds corresponding to irradiated and healthy zones, respectively).
configurations: perpendicular or parallel polarization states in linear or circular incident illumination.

6.3 Interpretation of Parameter Variations—First Hypotheses

The classical frequential approach, based on calculation of the autocovariance function, characterizes the speckle pattern spatially by providing a realistic measurement of the “average width” of speckle grains, usually called speckle size. The self-similar element $S$ gives the dimension in the image of the self-similarity behavior, which is in the grain neighborhood. Hence, speckle size and the self-similar element are both statistically related to the mean dimension of the speckle grain. Similar variations between these parameters were thus observed with scattering size change, and also with irradiation (data not shown). Nevertheless, in the present work, skin discrimination by speckle size is less efficient than by $S$. Hence, as observed in the previous work, speckle size seems to be less sensitive than $S$ to variations in optical properties of a scattering medium, and the evaluation of the mean dimension of the speckle grain by the fractal approach used seems more efficient for discrimination between irradiated and healthy skin. The Hurst coefficient characterizes intensity increments for the lowest neighborhood, i.e., into the speckle grain, and can be represented graphically by the slope of the diffusion curve at the origin [Eq. (6) and Fig. 2(b)]. Hence, a decrease in the Hurst coefficient $H$ reflects a decrease in the Hölderian regularity into the speckle grain. On the grain scale in a speckle pattern, an increase in Hölderian irregularity is observed after irradiation before an increase in the mean dimension of the grain ($S$). Also, the increase in Hölderian irregularity is observed before clinical signs appear. An increase in the saturation of the variance $G$, and so in the speckle pattern contrast, is also observed before lesion emergence.

Explaining how the three model parameters vary with optical property changes caused by irradiation is a difficult task. First, because the changes in optical properties with irradiation are still unknown, and second, because more than one optical property change can take place simultaneously. Nevertheless, according to previous work, the first hypotheses to interpret parameter variations with irradiation can be formulated.

The different behaviors observed between these parameters with radiation, concerning their discrimination but also their variations, would mean that they are connected to different properties in skin. With the aim of trying to explain this, it is necessary to consider skin as a scattering medium composed of a complex mixture of different sizes of scatterers. In a previous study, we showed that the parameters $G$, $S$, and $H$ discriminated several media composed of monodisperse polystyrene microspheres of different sizes in solution, and mixtures of them. We pointed out that the Hurst coefficient and the self-similar element would characterize the scattering medium on the scatterer scale. They would be related to characteristics of scattering particles, and their variation with the changing scatterer size seemed to be caused by changes in angular distribution of backscattered light induced by the scatterer size change. Also, $H$ has a tendency to increase with microsphere size that is similar to the scattering efficiency factor. Inversely, $S$ has a tendency to decrease with scatterer size, which is similar to the anisotropy coefficient $g$. Unlike parameters $H$ and $S$, the saturation of the variance $G$ seems not to be related to scatterer size, so it is difficult to interpret its significance in the medium. According to the variations observed in $H$ and $S$ with scatterer size and radiation, and according to their potential relationship with the medium on the scatterer scale, we can suppose that radiation has resulted in a decrease in size of scatterers in the skin. A concentration increase in small scatterers (Rayleigh scattering) in irradiated skin (15 Gy) was also proposed in an ex vivo study. Concerning the different discriminatory behaviors of these parameters, the results of the present study show that the self-similar element $S$ discriminates only when serious injuries have appeared, such as moist desquamation or necrosis (Table 2). Therefore, the Hurst coefficient $H$ seems to be more sensitive in detecting small changes in skin, i.e., on an invisible scale, whereas only large changes involve significant variation of $S$. Also in the previous study, small scatterers (Rayleigh scattering, diameter 0.2 $\mu$m) seem to influence the Hurst coefficient more than big scatterers (Mie scattering, diameter 2 $\mu$m), which influence the self-similarity parameter more (data not shown). Consequently, an increase in the proportion of small scatterers in skin with radiation dose, and the high sensitivity of $H$ to variations in small scatterers, can explain its potential for discrimination. Similarly, the low sensitivity of $S$ to variations in small scatterers can explain its inefficiency to discriminate irradiated from healthy skin. Currently, we are trying to explain the higher concentration of small scatterers in irradiated rather than in healthy skin by histological analysis of biopsied porcine samples, notably by collagen density measurements.

Further investigations are still required to understand what changes in optical properties of the skin might be associated with changes observed in speckle parameters. To find solutions for the inverse problem, numerical studies are needed on turbid media of known optical parameters (including scattering coefficient and anisotropy factor) and with known distribution in size and shape of scatterers, illuminated by coherent light with given illumination and detection conditions. Behaviors of speckle parameters could be thus compared according to any scattering change, e.g., changes in number, size, and distribution of scatterer size. In parallel, more studies on tissue phantoms could be carried out.

7 Conclusions

Characterization of the extent of radiation injury is essential to enable early optimal treatment for victims overexposed to ionizing radiation. In particular, for clinicians it is essential to estimate as soon as possible the extent of the irradiated cutaneous zone before clinical radio-induced signs appears, i.e., during the clinically latent postirradiation period. In this work, we present a noninvasive and innovative technique based on speckle phenomenon designed as a diagnostic aid.

Several speckle patterns are recorded in vivo from porcine skin at different times after radiation exposure. Three angles from specular reflection are used to acquire information from the surface to deep within the skin. A fractal speckle approach is used for speckle pattern processing. This approach allows us to extract three parameters from each speckle pattern that
characterizes it on three different scales: the Hurst coefficient $H$, the self-similar element $S$, and the saturation of the variance $G$.

This noninvasive technique allows in vivo discrimination between irradiated and healthy skin in two minipigs of the Pitman-Moore strain locally irradiated with 40 Gy of radiation. This discrimination is possible during the clinically latent period, characteristic of radiation burns by two parameters: the Hurst coefficient $H$ and the saturation of the variance $G$. Discrimination by the self-similar element $S$ seems to be related to the appearance of serious clinical signs such as moist desquamation and necrosis. Discrimination becomes greater with time and is available for several observation angles from specular reflection that show that physiological modifications with radiation seem to occur at different depths in the skin. Different behaviors of speckle parameters with radiation show that they represent different changes in skin. In particular, the behaviors of $H$ and $S$ related to scatter size seem to translate to a decrease in size of scatterers in skin with radiation. Currently, we are trying to explain this by histological analysis of biopsied porcine samples using collagen density measurements. The higher sensitivity of $H$ to variations in small scatterers in contrast to the $S$ parameter, combined with the increase in the proportion of small scatterers in irradiated skin, can explain the high potential of $H$ and the inefficiency of $S$ in discriminating irradiated from nonirradiated skin.

To complete skin exploration at different depths, the use of polarizers in different configurations might be useful, notably to improve discrimination. Moreover, radiation with other doses could be used to evaluate the sensitivity of the technique to detect radiation injury as a function of time after radiation exposure and before lesion emergence. Likewise, it is necessary to verify the potential of the technique with human skin, for example by testing it on patients treated with radiotherapy.

We wish to understand the optical significance of the speckle parameters used in this work by continuing to evaluate the relationship between their variations and changes in scattering media. Speckle study could become thus a noninvasive diagnostic aid, which would be of great interest to dermatologists.
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